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Purpose: No previous research has examined the impact of the genetic background of
diurnal preference on children´s sleep. Here, we examined the effects of genetic risk score
for the liability of diurnal preference on sleep development in early childhood in two
population-based cohorts from Finland.
Participants and Methods: The primary sample (CHILD-SLEEP, CS) comprised 1420 infants
(695 girls), and the replication sample (FinnBrain, FB; 962 girls) 2063 infants. Parent-reported sleep
duration, sleep-onset latency and bedtime were assessed at three, eight, 18 and 24 months in CS, and
at six, 12 and 24 months in FB. Actigraphy-based sleep latency and efficiency were measured in CS
in 365 infants at eight months (168 girls), and in 197 infants at 24 months (82 girls). Mean standard
scores for each sleep domain were calculated in both samples. Polygenic risk scores (PRS) were
used to quantitate the genetic risk for eveningness (PRSBestFit) and morningness (PRS10kBest).
Results: PRSBestFit associated with longer sleep-onset latency and later bedtime, and
PRS10kBest related to shorter sleep-onset latency in CS. The link between genetic risk for
diurnal preference and sleep-onset latency was replicated in FB, and meta-analysis resulted
in associations (P<0.0005) with both PRS-values (PRSBestFit: Z=3.55; and PRS10kBest: Z=
−3.68). Finally, PRSBestFit was related to actigraphy-based lower sleep efficiency and
longer sleep latency at eight months.
Conclusion: Genetic liability to diurnal preference for eveningness relates to longer sleeponset during the first two years of life, and to objectively measured lowered sleep efficiency.
These findings enhance our understanding on the biological factors affecting sleep develop
ment, and contribute to clarify the physiological sleep architecture in early childhood.
Keywords: genetic risk, chronotype, sleep, early childhood, cohorts

Introduction
Circadian rhythms are cyclical changes in cellular, molecular, and biological pro
cesses repeating approximately every 24 hours.1 They are driven by an internal
“master clock”, and play a central role in the regulation of many physiological
processes, including sleep–wake cycles.2 Chronotype, or diurnal preference, refers
to the individual timing of the endogenous circadian system affecting the preferred
behavioral patterns including timing of sleep and wake.3 Chronotype falls on
a continuum with individuals in one extreme who are referred to as morning
types, and individuals in the other extreme, being referred to as evening types.
Circadian rhythmicity has a genetic basis4 and the genetic mechanisms of the core
circadian clock has been also established.5 Consistently, inter-individual differences
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in chronotype are also determined by genetic factors,1
although age, gender and environmental light exposure
may also explain this variation. For example, twin and
family studies have estimated the heritability of chronotype
to be up to 50%.6–8 Furthermore, recent genome-wide asso
ciation studies (GWAS) have identified specific genetic
variations associated with self-reported chronotype.9–12
Based on these studies, one can calculate quantitative poly
genic risk scores (PRS), which can be used for estimation of
individual genetic proneness for diurnal preference.
In adolescents and adults, evening chronotype associ
ates with negative social and health consequences.13,14
Furthermore, chronotype influences sleep quality.15–17
However, little is known about its effect on sleep-wake
patterns in early childhood. The scarce existing studies
indicate that parent-reported morningness in toddlers
associates with earlier bedtimes, sleep onset times, and
wake times,18 while evening types show bedtime resis
tance, and wake in a negative mood.19 Further, we recently
reported that self-reported maternal eveningness asso
ciated with several sleep problems in children from three
to 24 months of age.20
Examining chronotype-sleep association is relevant in
early childhood because this stage is characterized by
substantial inter-individual differences in sleep
patterns.21,22 Furthermore, a high percentage of parents
report their children experiencing sleep difficulties during
the first two years of life.22,23 Therefore, a better under
standing of the factors affecting sleep development is
needed. However, all the previous studies in children
have only used parent-reported measures of chronotype,
while none have utilized data about the genetic factors of
chronotype, such as the polygenic risk estimates.
The main objective of this study was to examine whether
PRS for eveningness (http://www.nealelab.is/blog/2017/7/19/
rapid-gwas-of-thousands-of-phenotypes-for-337000-samplesin-the-uk-biobank) and morningness,12 are related to parentreported nighttime and daytime sleep duration, sleep-onset
latency and bedtime during the first two years of life, in two
population-based birth cohorts. We selected these sleep vari
ables because our main interest was to investigate those sleep
variables that assumingly would be related to circadian pre
ference, ie bedtime, sleep onset latency and sleep duration.20
They present a high variability among infants in early
childhood,22 and this high variability is likely to be related to
several influencing variables, such as genetic factors, and in
this case, polygenic risk scores for chronotype. Further, we
also examined whether differences between boys and girls
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exist, and how the genetic risk for diurnal preference manifests
in sleep at different stages of early childhood. Finally, we
studied the relation of the genetic risk scores on actigraphybased sleep measures. We hypothesized that PRS for evening
ness would relate to shorter sleep duration, longer sleep-onset
latency and later bedtime,20 while PRS for morningness would
associate with longer sleep duration, shorter sleep-onset
latency and earlier bedtime.18

Participants and Methods
Participants
The primary sample of this study, CHILD-SLEEP (CS), is
a birth cohort in Pirkanmaa, southern Finland.24 For this
study, we used parental questionnaires during pregnancy
(32nd week), umbilical cord blood samples at birth, ques
tionnaire-based sleep measures of the infants at three, eight,
18 and 24 months, and actigraphy-based sleep measures at
eight and 24 months. The initial dataset comprised 1679
families. Further, 14 children with chronic illnesses were
excluded. From this initial sample, 1420 umbilical cord
blood samples were available. Of these, we had questionnaire
data from 99.2% (N=1409) infants at three months, 90.3%
(N=1282) at eight months, 80.6% (N=1145) at 18 months,
and 65.8% (N=935) at 24 months. While all the question
naires and umbilical blood samples were obtained from the
whole sample, actigraphy measures were only conducted in
365 cases at eight months, and 197 at 24 months.
The replication sample of this study consists of another
population-based cohort, the FinnBrain (FB), in southwest
Finland (www.finnbrain.fi).25 In all, 5790 out of 8895
women visiting the recruitment sites during pregnancy
(12th week) were contacted. A total of 3808 (66%)
mothers decided to participate. Umbilical blood sample
were obtained from 2063 infants, and 10 cases were
excluded due to reported chronic illnesses. We finally
included only participants with parent-reported sleep data
available, ie 1491 infants at six months, 1214at 12 months
and 994 at 24 months. In this case, actigraphy-based sleep
measures were not available.

Ethics Statement
The CS cohort was reviewed and approved by the Pirkanmaa
Hospital District Ethical Committee (9/3/2011, Ethical
Research Permission Code R11032), and the FB cohort by
the Ethical Committee of the Southwestern Finland Hospital
District (number 57/180/2011). Permission for the recruitment
procedure in both cohorts was received from the physicians at
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the target health centers. Parental informed consent was
obtained for all participants, in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
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Genetic Estimates for Chronotype
In both cohorts, DNA samples were extracted according to
standard procedures at the Finnish Institute for Health and
Welfare. DNA samples for CS were genotyped with Illumina
Infinium PsychArray and for FB with Illumina Infinium
PsychArray and Illumina Infinium Global Screening Array at
Estonian Genome Centre. Quality control was performed with
PLINK 1.9 (www.cog-genomics.org/plink/1.9/).26 Markers
were removed for missingness (>5%) and Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium (p-value < 1 x 10–6). Individuals were checked for
missing genotypes (>5%), relatedness (identical by descent
calculation, PI_HAT>0.2) and population stratification (multi
dimensional scaling). Principal component analysis (PCA) for
population stratification was calculated with PLINK 1.9.
Genotyped data in CS was imputed with SHAPEITv227 and
IMPUTEv228 against Finnish WGS and 1000 genomes refer
ence panels. Genotyped data of FB was pre-phased with Eagle
v2.429 and imputed with Beagle 4.1.30 SISU-project wholegenome sequencing data was used as imputation reference
panel.
PRSBestFit was derived from UK Biobank sample consist
ing of 301,143 individuals (UK Biobank GWAS Manifest
20,170,915, phenotype code: 1180; http://www.nealelab.is/
blog/2017/7/19/rapid-gwas-of-thousands-of-phenotypes-for
-337000-samples-in-the-uk-biobank). In UK Biobank sam
ple phenotype for eveningness was estimated with the ques
tion “Do you consider yourself to be?” “Definitely
a ‘morning’ person, More a ‘morning’ than an ‘evening’
person, More an ‘evening’ than a ‘morning’ person or
Definitely an ‘evening’ person”. We tested the best fit
p-value threshold for eveningness with a national sample of
FINRISK where information about the chronotype was col
lected with the same question as in UK Biobank study. Best
fit p-value threshold was 0.007. This was used as a measure
of eveningness. We used PRSice program31 to estimate PRS
for studied individuals. PRS10kBest was derived from gen
ome-wide association studies (GWAS) from 697,828 UK
Biobank and 23andMe,12 which was treated as a measure
of morningness. In 23andMe cohort, phenotype for morning
ness was estimated with two identical questions (“Are you
naturally a night person or a morning person?”). For the first
instance, the possible answers were “Night owl”, “Early
bird” and “Neither”, and for the second “Night person”,
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“Morning person”, “Neither”, “It depends” and “I’m not
sure”. Individuals with discordant or neutral responses to
both were excluded. 10,000 most significant SNPs were
included in PRS10kBest. Detailed description of this procedure
has been described elsewhere.12 Correlations between
PRSBestFit and PRS10kBest showed moderate associations in
CS (r=−0.361, p<0.001) and FB (r=−0.314, p<0.001).

Subjective Sleep Measures
The Brief Infant Sleep Questionnaire (BISQ) was used to
evaluate infant sleep quality.32 We selected the following
items: (i) nocturnal sleep hours; (ii) daytime sleep hours;
(iii) sleep-onset latency; and (iv) bedtime. BISQ was used in
CS at all time points. Furthermore, sleep-onset latency and
bedtime were also obtained in FB, at six and 12 months. The
four sleep items were based on open-ended items.
The Infant Sleep Questionnaire (ISQ) assesses infant
sleeping habits on an interval scale with seven to nine
response alternatives.33 For this study, sleep-onset latency
at all time points in CS cohort was selected, as follows: How
long does it usually take to settle your baby off to sleep on
average?: 1=<10 minutes; 2=10–20 minutes; 3=20–30 min
utes; 4=30–40 minutes; 5=40–50 minutes; 6=50–60 minutes;
or 7=≥1 hour. We additionally included the ISQ sleep-onset
latency item in this study to control for potential subjective
bias associated with open-ended items (ie BISQ items),
which can result in data with differential quality.34
The Sleep Disturbance Scale for Children (SDSC)
assesses the frequency of a variety of sleep-related behaviors
in preschoolers,35 children and adolescents,36 as follows:
“How long after going to bed does your child usually fall
asleep: 1=<15 minutes; 2=15–30 minutes; 3=30–45 minutes;
4=45–60 minutes; or 5≤60 minutes.” This scale was used to
measure sleep-onset latency at 24 months in FB cohort.
The World Health Organization (WHO)-coordinated
survey sleep items are derived from the school children´s
health behavior study.37 In FB, parents were asked to
report about their child bedtime at the age of 24 months,
as follows: “When does your child usually go to bed?”
There were alternatives ranging from 21:00 to 02:00 hours
or later, in half hour intervals.

Objective Sleep Measures
For this study, Actiwatch 7 was used (CamNtech Ltd,
Cambridge, United Kingdom). Parents were asked to
place the actigraphy on the thigh of their infant for three
consecutive days (ie two nights) and to complete the sleeplog. Nighttime activity data were scored using the sleep
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analysis program provided by the manufacturer. This
device uses the Oakley algorithm,38 which has been pre
viously validated in infants.39 Further, we used a medium
sensitivity (wake threshold), following previous studies
using similar devices in pediatric population.40 All cases
with only one night recorded (n = 10) were excluded from
the final analyses. Our sleep variables of interest were
sleep efficiency and sleep latency.

CHILD-SLEEP

Finnbrain

Cohort*

Cohort*

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

PRSBestFit

−0.0001 (0.996)

−0.0011 (1.001)

PRS10kBest

0.0025 (1.002)

0.0006 (1.000)

Age (in days)

Covariates

At 3 months

99.12 (15.09)

–

The following covariates were considered: age (days), sex,
three top principal components to adjust the effect esti
mates for population stratification and season of assess
ment. Seasons were defined in terms of the amount of
daily light at the date of assessment: (i) IL= increasing
light: Feb 5-May 5; (ii) L= light: May 6-Aug 5; (iii) ID=
increasing darkness: Aug 6-Nov 6; and (iv) D= dark:
Nov 7-Feb 4.
Sociodemographic variables and description of the
variables of interest appear in Table 1.

At 6 months

–

196.18 (10.42)

At 8 months

247.73 (11.60)

–

At 12 months

–

380.45 (14.79)

At 18 months

558.00 (50.97)

–

At 24 months

752.10 (42.54)

747.67 (19.98)

At 3 months

9.11 (1.42)

–

At 6 months

–

9.95 (1.28)

At 8 months

9.88 (0.99)

–

At 12 months

–

10.29 (0.94)

At 18 months

10.22 (0.81)

–

At 24 months

9.99 (0.77)

–

At 3 months

5.20 (1.47)

–

At 6 months

–

3.78 (1.28)

At 8 months

3.44 (1.94)

–

At 12 months

–

2.55 (0.91)

At 18 months

2.09 (0.68)

–

At 24 months

1.88 (0.67)

–

At 3 months

37.02 (31.57)

–

At 6 months

–

41.66 (32.25)

At 8 months

22.29 (16.11)

–

At 12 months

–

34.79 (28.86)

At 18 months

19.78 (14.44)

–

At 24 months

25.18 (19.43)

23.95 (10.38)

At 3 months

21:46 (1:12)

–

At 6 months

–

20:53 (0:58)

At 8 months

20:48 (1:27)

–

At 12 months

–

20:37 (0:49)

At 18 months

20:42 (0:42)

–

At 24 months

20:55 (0.40)

20:42 (0:40)

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS V25.0. The
mean standard scores for the main outcome (ie each sleep
domain) were calculated by summing the standard score of
each time point from one specific sleep domain and dividing
by four, which was the number of time points. By using this
approach, instead of other longitudinal analysis approaches,
such as Latent Growth Curve Analysis, we assume that we
are missing several cases, due to attrition, across the time
points. However, and taking into account the high variability
inter- and intra-subject in sleep development that is observed
in early childhood, the approach presented here is the most
suitable one for the purpose of this study.
To test our primary hypothesis that genetic risk for
diurnal preference is related to sleep, linear regression
models were conducted in CS. To do this, mean standard
scores for each sleep domain were used as dependent
variables, while PRSBestFit and PRS10kBest were used as
independent variables. Each independent and dependent
variable were conducted in different models, together
with all the covariates. The acquired P values were
adjusted to control false discovery rate (FDR) using the
Benjamini–Hochberg procedure.41
Similar regression models, using mean standard scores
were applied in FB cohort. Meta-analyses using the meta
data from the CS and FB cohorts were performed using
R 3.6042 with “meta” package using fixed effect model.43
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Nighttime sleep
hours

Daytime sleep hours

Sleep latency, min

Bedtime, hh:mm

Note: *CHILD-SLEEP cohort sample in this study comprised 695 girls (47.2%) and
778 boys (52.8); and FinnBrain cohort sample 962 girls (47.0%) and 1083 boys
(53.0%).
Abbreviations: PRSBestFit, polygenetic risk score for eveningness; PRS10kBest, poly
genetic risk score for morningness.

To examine whether differences between boys and girls
appeared in CS, the interaction terms between sex and PRS
were added in a secondary analysis. Furthermore, to exam
ine how the genetic risk for diurnal preference expresses at
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different time points, separate linear regression models were
applied, at each time point in both cohorts. Finally, linear
regression models were applied to examine the links
between genetic risk for diurnal preference and actigraphybased sleep measures in CS; first, using mean standard
scores for each actigraphy domain; and second, using sepa
rate regression analyses at eight and 24 months.

Results
Genetic Risk for Diurnal Preference and
Parent-Reported Sleep in CS
PRSBestFit associated with mean standard scores of longer
sleep-onset latency using both BISQ and ISQ (R2=0.019,
β=0.081, p=0.004; and R2=0.020, β=0.081, p=0.004,
respectively). Additionally, PRSBestFit associated with
mean standard scores of later bedtime (R2=0.028,
β=0.085, p=0.003). PRS10kBest associated with mean stan
dard scores of shorter ISQ sleep-onset latency (R2=0.016,
β=−0.060, p=0.034).
After Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction, the
associations between PRSBestFit and longer BISQ and ISQ
sleep-onset latency, as well as PRSBestFit and bedtime
remained significant (FDR<0.005; see Table 2). For descrip
tion of the mean values and standard errors of ISQ sleep-onset
latency for each quartile of PRSBestFit and PRS10kBest, see
Figure 1.

Replication in FB
We aimed at replication of the significant findings (ie
association of PRSBestFit and PRS10kBest with sleep-onset
latency and bedtime) in FB. The results only showed
association between PRS10kBest and BISQ sleep-onset
latency (R2=0.014, β=−0.049, p=0.034). However, no

significant associations were observed between any of
the PRSes and bedtime (see supplementary Table 1).

Meta-Analysis
Mean standard score regarding BISQ sleep-onset latency was
significantly associated with both genetic scores (PRSBestFit,
Z=3.55, p=0.0004; PRS10kBest, Z=−3.68, p=0.0002).
Combining BISQ sleep-onset latency from FB-cohort and
ISQ sleep-onset latency from CS-cohort strengthened this
association (PRSBestFit: Z=3.62, p=0.0003 and PRS10kBest:
Z=−4.11, P<0.0001) (see Figure 2).

Differences Between Boys and Girls in CS
No significant interactions of gender with any of the PRS
values were observed in any of the associations.

Associations Between Genetic Risk for
Diurnal Preference and Parent-Reported
Sleep-Onset Latency at Separate Time
Points
To study the temporal pattern of manifestation of genetic risk
for diurnal preference on sleep-onset latency, the most con
sistent result in both cohorts, we analyzed this sleep variable
separately at each time point (see supplementary Table 2).
As sleep development is highly variable at different stages of
early childhood,22 we wanted to investigate whether the
effect of PRS for chronotype in sleep-onset latency was
more relevant at a specific stage of the child´s development.
Results from CS indicated that both PRSBestFit and
PRS10kBest were associated with ISQ sleep-onset latency
at three (R2=0.022, β=0.081, p=0.007; and R2=0.021, β=
−0.077, p=0.008, respectively) and 18 months (R2=0.020,
β=0.087, p=0.009; and R2=0.018, β=−0.066, p=0.037,
respectively), and with BISQ sleep-onset latency at 18

Table 2 Associations Between Genetic Risk for Diurnal Preference and Mean Standard Scores for Each Sleep Domain, in CHILDSLEEP
CHILD-SLEEP Cohort

PRSBESTFIT

PRS10KBEST

Sleep Domains
Night sleep duration

N
1262

R2
0.011

β
−0.033

p
0.253

R2
0.012

β
0.035

p
0.210

Daytime sleep duration

1262

0.008

0.053

0.109

0.005

−0.081

0.936

ISQ Sleep-onset latency
BISQ Sleep-onset latency

1262
1262

0.019
0.020

0.081
0.081

0.004**
0.004**

0.016
0.016

−0.060
−0.045

0.034
0.115

Bedtime

1262

0.028

0.085

0.003**

0.021

0.005

0.851

Notes: Bold indicates statistically significant associations (p < 0.05). **After FDR correction, the associations between PRSBestFit and ISQ and BISQ sleep-onset latency and
bedtime remained significant (FDR<0.005).
Abbreviations: ISQ, Infant Sleep Questionnaire; BISQ, Brief Infant Sleep Questionnaire; PRSBestFit, polygenic risk score for eveningness; PRS10kBest, polygenic risk score for
morningness.
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A

Figure 1 Sleep-onset latency and genetic risk for diurnal preference in early childhood. This graph presents the mean and standard error (SE) in parent-reported sleeponset latency in early childhood, for each quartile of PRSBestFit (A) and PRS10kBest (B), in the CHILD-SLEEP cohort. The measure of parent-reported sleep-onset latency in
childhood refers to mean standard scores at three, eight, 18 and 24 months, from the Infant Sleep Questionnaire. Graph A indicates that those subjects situated in the 4th
Quartile (ie higher PRS for eveningness) report higher mean standard score values in ISQ sleep-onset latency (ie longer sleep-onset latency). Accordingly, graph B shows that
those infants located in the 4th Quartile (ie higher PRS for morningness) obtain lower mean standard values in ISQ sleep-onset latency (ie short sleep-onset latency). Error
bars represent 2SE, indicating 95% of values that are less than two standard errors (2SE) away from the mean.

Figure 2 Forest plot from the meta-analysis, concerning genetic risk for diurnal preference and sleep-onset latency in early childhood. This graph provides a graphical display
of the estimated results when we combined the data from both cohorts (CS and FB) to perform meta-analysis. Graph (A) represents the forest plot from the meta-analysis,
concerning the association between PRSBestFit and sleep-onset latency in early childhood. Graph (B) represents the forest plot from the meta-analysis, concerning the
association between PRS10kBest and sleep-onset latency in early childhood. First dark blue square on the top, in each graph, represents the standard mean differences (and
95% Confidence Intervals) for sleep-onset latency measured with Infant Sleep Questionnaire in CS, and the dark blue square below, in each graph, refers to the standard
mean differences (and 95% Confidence Intervals) for sleep-onset latency measured with Brief Infant Sleep Questionnaire in FB. The light blue diamond on the bottom
appearing in each graph represents the overall effect estimate.
Abbreviations: SMD, standardized mean difference; CI, confidence interval; CS, CHILD-SLEEP; FB, FinnBrain; ISQ, Infant Sleep Questionnaire; BISQ, Brief Infant Sleep
Questionnaire; PRSBestFit, polygenic risk score for eveningness; PRS10kBest, polygenic risk score for morningness.

months (R2=0.028, β=0.096, p=0.005; and R2=0.025, β=
−0.073, p=0.026, respectively). Further, PRSBestFit asso
ciated with BISQ sleep-onset latency at three months
(R2=0.028, β=0.087, p=0.005), and PRS10kBest related to
ISQ sleep-onset latency at 24 months (R2=0.025, β=
−0.069, p=0.050). Interestingly, no significant associations
with sleep-onset latency at eight months were observed.
To further understand this lack of association, we con
ducted again this analysis in those children with actigraphy
at eight months, and this new analysis confirmed this lack
of association (see supplementary Table 3).
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In FB, we found associations between PRS10kBest and
BISQ sleep-onset latency at 12 months (R2=0.017, β=
−0.061, p=0.035), while no associations at P<0.05 were
found with PRSBestFit.

Genetic Risk for Diurnal Preference and
Actigraphy-Based Sleep Measures in CS
There was significant association between PRSBestFit and the
mean standard score for actigraphy-based sleep efficiency
(R2=0.054, β=−0.150, p=0.008). In separate analysis of the
time points, there were significant relations between PRSBestFit
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and sleep efficiency (R2=0.055, β=−0,154, p=0.008) and
between PRSBestFit and sleep latency (R2=0.045, β=0.116,
p=0.046) at eight months. Finally, no significant associations
were found for PRS10kBest (see Table 3).

reported maternal eveningness20 associated with later bed
times in early childhood. Further, previous research has
shown that parent-reported morningness in toddlers con
currently associated with earlier bedtimes.18 In our study,
we did not observe significant associations between PRS
for morningness and earlier bedtime. This might be
explained by the fact that our sample was considerably
younger than previous research using parent-reported
chronotype in toddlers.
Thirdly, when we examined the associations between
genetic risk for diurnal preference and parent-reported
sleep-onset latency at different time points, we found that
PRS for eveningness related to sleep-onset latency at three
and 18 months, while no associations were found at eight
months or 24 months. This suggests that the genetic con
tribution of chronotype may be masked by co-occurring
environmental and developmental factors, challenging the
parental evaluation of sleep parameters at these specific
stages. This is supported in our finding that PRS for even
ingness associated with sleep-onset latency in eight-month
-old infants when measured with actigraphy. It could be
that subjective evaluation of sleep onset latency is chal
lenged in specific time periods like shown in findings of
discrepancies45 and underreports46 of sleep onset times by
parents of preschoolers compared to actigraphy measures.
Interestingly, we did not find association between
genetic risk for diurnal preference and sleep duration in
early childhood. These results contradict previous research
using parent-reported chronotype.20,47 However, this lack
of association is consistent with previous research con
ducted in young adult twins6 and school-aged
children,48,49 as well as with a large study in adult popula
tion showing non-significant genetic association between
sleep duration and chronotype.50 Furthermore, previous
findings from 18 month-old twins support the idea that
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Discussion
Our main findings indicate that genetic liability to even
ingness associates with parent-reported longer sleep-onset
latency and later bedtime in early childhood, while pre
ference for morningness relates to shorter sleep-onset
latency. This association between genetic risk for parentreported diurnal preference and parent-reported sleeponset latency was replicated in another birth cohort in
Finland. Finally, we found that the polygenic background
for eveningness related to longer actigraph-based sleep
latency at eight months and lower sleep efficiency in
early childhood.
Our findings are consistent with previous question
naire-based studies, where toddlers exhibiting parentreported morningness had earlier sleep onset times.18 We
found that both PRS for eveningness and morningness
were associated with longer and shorter parent-reported
sleep-onset latency in early childhood, respectively; and
PRS for eveningness was also linked to longer actigraphybased sleep latency at eight months. These findings are
also in line with our previous studies, where we reported
self-reported maternal eveningness being related to longer
sleep-onset latency at three, 18 and 24 months.20 Further,
our current findings are also consistent with previous stu
dies in adolescent twins showing that the influence of
genetic factors was greatest for actigraphy-based sleeponset latency.44
Secondly, we found associations between PRS for
eveningness and later bedtime during early childhood.
These findings support previous studies showing that self-

Table 3 Associations Between Genetic Risk for Diurnal Preference and Actigraphy-Based Sleep Variables, in CHILD-SLEEP
PRSBestFit

Night sleep efficiency

Night sleep latency

PRS10kBest

Time Point

N

R2

β

p

R2

β

p

Mean standard scores
8 months

320
300

0.054
0.055

−0.150
−0.154

0.008
0.008

0.036
0.035

0.058
0.049

0.307
0.399

24 months

131

0.049

−0.035

0.698

0.052

−0.068

0.459

Mean standard scores

300

0.018

0.062

0.280

0.015

−0.018

0.752

8 months
24 months

320
131

0.045
0.049

0.116
−0.140

0.046
0.127

0.032
0.032

0.009
0.042

0.874
0.652

Note: Bold indicates statistically significant associations (p < 0.05).
Abbreviations: PRSBestFit, polygenic risk score for eveningness; PRS10kBest, polygenic risk score for morningness.
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short sleep may be mainly explained by common shared
environmental factors.51
This study has some limitations. First, the amount of
bright light during the day could contribute to individual
differences in sleep difficulties.52 However, we controlled
for season of assessment, based on the changes in the amount
of daily light. Second, there are some other confounding
factors that might influence our results, such as environmen
tal factors (ie daycare, especially at 18 and 24 months) or
children´s developmental factors. Further, it is important to
take into account the important role of environmental factors,
in conjunction with genetic ones, when investigating the
influences on sleep traits in early childhood. In fact, this is
something that we have already reported in our previous
research on the effects of parental chronotype20 and maternal
risk factors53 in the development of sleep problems in early
childhood. In this current study, we were interested in report
ing the child´s genetic contribution (ie PRS for diurnal pre
ference), but these findings should be interpreted with
caution, as relevant parent-related environmental factors
might also exert some influence. Third, as is usual in birth
cohort studies, we experienced loss of study cases across the
time points. However, the attrition rate in our study was
relatively low, which ensures the validity of the findings.
Fourth, although we reported significant associations
between genetic liability and subjective sleep pattern (ie
parent-reported sleep-onset latency and bedtime), the effect
size of these associations were relatively small; however, the
effect size between genetic liability and objective sleep mea
sures (ie actigraph-based sleep latency and sleep efficiency)
was considerably bigger. Therefore, this suggests that when
examining the associations between genetic liability and
parent-reported sleep development in early childhood, sev
eral contributing variables, probably associated with parentrelated factors, might also play an important role in these
associations. However, the bigger effect size observed with
the actigraphy indicates that these associations appear stron
ger when subjective factors are controlled. Fifth, some other
sleep timing parameters of interest could have also been
considered for this study, such as midpoint of sleep and/or
getup time. However, getup time was not a sleep parameter
included within the parent-reported questionnaire data, and
thus we were not able to study this specific sleep timing
parameter or to calculate the midpoint of sleep in the whole
sample of this study. However, this is something to consider
for future research on the topic. Finally, these results were
solely conducted in Finnish population. Considering the
unique genetic heritage in Finland,54 this study should be
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replicated in other geographical regions. It is, however, note
worthy that the PRSes used in this study were obtained from
UK Biobank and 23andMe comprising mostly individuals
with European descent. The polygenic risk score derived
from UK Biobank (PRSBestFit) was based on information
from SNPs of 301,143 individuals, which gave us a chance
to test the best fit p-value threshold in an independent Finnish
population sample. PRS10kBest was derived from a larger
GWAS containing almost 700,000 individuals from the UK
Biobank and 23andMe dataset but with information of only
the 10,000 most significant variants. Thus, no populationspecific threshold in the Finnish sample could be calculated.

Conclusion
PRS for eveningness and morningness are related to sleeponset latency in early childhood. Furthermore, PRS for
eveningness associates with later bedtime and to actigra
phy-based lowered sleep efficiency. These findings add to
the recent research on parental-reported chronotype and
children´s sleep development, indicating that genetic back
ground for diurnal preference contributes to sleep-wake
development in early childhood. Further studies in later
stages of childhood should be conducted, to understand
whether this genetic influence mainly appears at early
stages of life or whether it extends to later stages. Our
study helps to clarify the physiological architecture of
sleeping in early childhood and may eventually contribute
to the development of personalized therapeutic approaches
targeting the circadian system.
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